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We are a capital markets technology company specializing in delivering innovative solutions 
to Financial Institutions. 

WHO ARE WE? 

Cutting edge technological solutions geared towards improving operational efficiency, 
decreasing costs, managing risk and increasing client revenue. 
 
	

OUR FOCUS 



We possess the depth of finance and technology experience required to offer the broadest 
range of capabilities, and are committed to helping your company achieve any targets set. 

Audience >>  
Front, Middle and Back Office, Risk, Collateral, Treasury, Settlements, Compliance, KYC/
AML, Operations, Infrastructure. 

Operating Model >>  
We support the data building blocks required to streamline continuous processing of 24hr 
financial trading activities across different entities, time zones, financial products, roles and 
regulatory rules. 

Quality >>  
Robust change management and test strategies ensure solutions are integrated smoothly. 
We focus on technology risk reporting for full transparency and accountability during all 
project delivery stages. 

TECHNOLOGY SPECIALISTS 



APPROACH 

The rapid technology evolution is increasing data quantity and quality therefore we approach 
data and analytics as a means to assist our clients with making the right decisions, whether 
that’s to drive new growth opportunities, operate more efficiently or identify and manage risks.  
 
We are capable of decifering the underlying data which helps drive your business. With 
specialist tools we can extract and analyze large volumes of data and simulate complex 
processes to provide insight, intelligence and data assurance when required. 



Team Caliber >>  

We hire seasoned consultants of the highest level. They possess an exemplary client 
delivery track record and true team-player mindsets. Given the stringent nature of our on-
boarding policy, we fully recognize and reward their commitment to consistently deliver high 
performance and quality. Our approach fosters stability and loyalty to the benefit of our 
clients. 

Core Skills / Experience >> 

Minimum 7 years Capitals Markets, Strong Academics, Business Analysis, Agile SDLC, VaR, 
LCR, PM Skills, Regulatory and exposure to a major trading system platform - Murex, 
Calypso, Summit, Kondor, Fidessa, Sophis, Fidessa (Pre / Post Trade). 

Partnerships >> 

With our Fintech partners, we have established and continue to evolve a unique operating 
model to wrap innovative Fintech solutions for the purpose of client implementations. 

WHY CHOOSE US? 



SPECIALISMS 

RISK 

REGULATORY 

INTEGRATION 

CHANGE 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

DEVELOPMENT 

TRADING 



Business	Change	>>  
Staying	ahead	of	potential	process	flow	impediments	before	they	emerge	

Risk	Analytics	>>  
Building	a	clearer	and	more	comprehensive	view	of	your	organisation-wide	risk	

Business	Intelligence	>>  
Making	your	business	intelligence	and	reporting	work	for	you	through	stronger	visualization	and	
insight	

Information	Management	>>  
Streamlining,	structuring	and	embedding	your	information	and	use	it	as	a	strategic	and	sustained	
capability	

Data	and	Analytics	Strategy	and	Capability	Build	>>  
Creating	and	embedding	a	data	and	analytics	capability	that	works	for	your	organization	

Business	Technology	>>  
Realizing	the	full	data	and	analytics	potential	from	your	technology	investments 

ROBUST CONTROLS 



ENGAGEMENT MODEL 

End to End >>  
Full operational support by bringing relevant technology assets or maintaining your existing 
applications. 
 
Build, Operate, Transfer >>  
Customers engage us in creating an utility model across banking products for multiple 
geographies, where our clients intend to run the operation once we establish and optimize. 
 
Managed Service >>  
We bring our process and operational expertise to run our customer’s operations through 
our delivery centers, including delivering operations from near-shore, off-shore, on-shore 
and client locations. 



PRESENTATIONS 
Workshops >>  

We can arrange on-site demo’s covering any of our specialist market sectors.  

Schedules >>  

Visit our on-line bookings portal, an email request or call our helpline for further information. 



CONTACT 

General :  info@valkeris.com 
Recruitment:  jobs@valkeris.com 
Support:  support@valkeris.com 
Sales:   sales@valkeris.com 

27 Old Gloucester Street   
London, WC1N 3AX 


